
Lismore, 53 Pound Street
All the Hard work has been Done

This amazing family home in such close proximity to everything Lismore has to
offer. It is only minutes from the CBD, Lismore Square, and both Hospitals, Lismore
Public school, Lismore High School and the University. It is situated at the end of a
very quiet cul-de-sac in a flood free position. So centrally located you can
almost walk everywhere.
The home consists of 4 Bedrooms, 2 on the lower level and bed 3 with split
system air conditioner and bed 4 on the second level. The second level also has
a family room and large deck off these two bedrooms. This is the ideal teenage
retreat.
The Kitchen is also on the lower level and has a servery to the outdoor
entertainment area. This has been a recent addition with a massive area under
roof that flows directly of the main living areas. This is a great room for
entertaining in our great climate. The main living areas are on the lower levels,
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the open plan dining kitchen area is air conditioned. The main bathroom and a
little study nook or office space is also downstairs.
The home will surprise you with the amount of storage it has. It also has a shed in
the back yard with vechile access via the side of the block.
The home is situated on a large 1483 sqm block. With a great backyard for the
kids or the pets or both. The block has potential for second dwelling (STCA).
53 Pound St, Lismore is located just 35 kms to Ballina airport and beaches, 2.2 kms
to Lismore CBD and 100 kms to Gold Coast Airport. Call Robert on 0414 252 190 or
Terry on 0412 988 577 for private viewing.
N.B, Covid guidelines and health directives are in place when inspecting the
property, the following will be required, and your assistance appreciated. The
agent will complete and retain a digital collection notice that complies with NSW
health orders and directions, hand sanitizer will be provided and its use is a
condition of entry, face masks are also mandatory.
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